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In January of 2011, two and a half years into my career as an engineering librarian, I felt I 

needed to know more about what graduate students in my areas of responsibility were using 

for their research. The most obvious source of information is the dissertations and theses 

produced by recent students: The documents are usually readily accessible in electronic form in 

one of two locations (Proquest Digital Dissertations database or the University Digital 

Conservancy), and in aggregate should provide a reasonably accurate snapshot of what 

students have found useful. My initial aim was to gain enough knowledge to produce a series 

of video tutorials targeted to graduate students in engineering. The process of gathering and 

analyzing the data certain provided that: My general knowledge of the subject areas is richer 

because of the project. The final results provide a snapshot that will help new students 

understand what they need to know as they begin their own information gathering process, and 

demonstrate how engineering is different from other disciplines, and how sub-disciplines differ 

from one another. 

Process 

Collecting Dissertations and Theses 

Because the purpose of the project was to get a sense of what engineers in different disciplines 

at the University of Minnesota tend to use rather than to thoroughly document citations, I used 

only dissertations and theses dated 2008, 2009, or 2010 that were downloadable from the 

University Digital Conservancy or Proquest Dissertations & Theses. I used a screen-scraping 

utility called Needlebase to build a list of dissertations and theses for the desired departments, 

and exported search results from Dissertations & Theses to RefWorks for the rest. Because 

departments are not always clear in the metadata from either source, the results had to be 

verified, cleaned, and de-duplicated. Final lists were imported into tables in three different 

Microsoft Access databases, one for each department of interest: 

 Aerospace Engineering & Mechanics 

 Electrical & Computer Engineering 

 Computer Science & Engineering 
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Each database contains a table, tblThesis, structured as shown in Figure 1. Some of the data 

elements in the table were imported, others added as I opened each PDF. 

 

Figure 1. Thesis table (tblThesis) in Microsoft Access. 

Harvesting Citations: Possibilities 

Once I had the theses and dissertations in a table, I needed to get the citations from each thesis. 

Not only did I want each citation as a row in the table, but I wanted to identify fields of 

information for each citation. For my purposes, I didn’t need information like the volume 

number or the authors, but I did need to determine what type of item it was (journal article, 

conference paper, book, etc.) and, if relevant, the name of the source (title of the journal, name 

of the conference). 

Although for most citations, one can look at the citation and determine the needed items, I 

didn’t want to individually determine type for each of several thousand items and retype the 

journal title for those that proved to be journal articles. I hoped to find ways to automate as 

much of the work as possible. I investigated several ideas. 

References Listed in Dissertations & Theses Database 

The Dissertations & Theses database provides a list of references for each dissertation, as shown 

in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2. ProQuest Dissertations and Theses provides a list of reference. 

However, the list provided strips out much of the citation and is subject to errors due to the 

automated nature of the parsing. See, for example, the detail of the citations to dissertations 
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shown in Figure 3, versus the same citations as shown in the Dissertations & Theses list in 

Figure 4. 

 

Figure 3. Citations to dissertations include author, title, institution, and year. 

 

 

Figure 4. The Dissertations & Theses list displays only title and author. There is no indication of year, or that this 

is a dissertation. 

Zotero with Dissertations & Theses Database 

Even though information is lost in translation between the PDF and the Dissertations & Theses 

list, time could still be saved if at least some of the information could be parsed into a citation 

manager. Dissertations & Theses provides no interface for exporting works cited to a citation 

manager, but the Zotero extension does recognize that there are citations on the page, as shown 

in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Zotero recognizes citations on the page. 
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Unfortunately, in this instance Zotero only recognized two of the 34 items cited as valid 

citations, as shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. Only two items of 34 can be automatically added to a Zotero database. 

Save PDF as Text 

Next I explored the possibility of saving the PDF as text or an HTML page. Text, shown in 

Figure 7, contained errors in spacing that made the result no easier to work with than 

copy/paste from the PDF. 

 

Figure 7. Extra spaces and line breaks made the text or HTML version difficult to parse. 

Similarly, using utilities to save the PDF as HTML seemed promising, but resulted in very 

heavily tagged HTML that would be difficult or impossible to parse, as shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. The proliferation of SPAN tags cluttered the output too much to make it usable. 

Google Docs as a PDF Converter 

Google Docs will import a PDF and translate it into a Google Docs document. This may or may 

not have resulted in cleaner text, but the file size limit for importing is two megabytes, and most 

dissertation PDFs exceed that limit. 

Harvesting Citations: What Worked 

Sadly, none of the methods that seemed promising at the start panned out. So instead I followed 

this process: 

1. Open the PDF of the thesis. 

2. Switch to full page view. 

3. Find the bibliography. This is almost always at the end of the document, sometimes 

before appendices. However, occasionally it is at the end of each chapter. 

4. Use the PDF reader's tool for selecting and copying text to copy all items from the PDF 

to a Word document. 

Authors followed several different citation styles. The most common, though, was the IEEE 

endnote style, or something similar to it. In the IEEE style, citations are listed in the order they 

appeared in the document and numbered with sequential numbers enclosed in square brackets. 

For journals, the article title is in quotes with a comma before the last quotation mark, and the 

journal name follows that quotation mark: 

[9]  R. Brandt and F. Lin, “Adaptive interaction and its application to neural networks,” 

Information Sciences, vol 121, 1999, pp. 210-215. 

I wanted to get rid of the endnote numbers and, when appropriate, pull out the journal title. But 

some cleanup was involved to ensure it was only the number in square brackets that was 
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affected and that the journal title was always preceded by a comma, a quote, and a space. I used 

the following series of steps to clean most data problems:  

5. In Word, do the following Search/Replace operations: 

a. Search "[Online]" and replace with "(Online)" 

b. Search "^p" and replace with " " 

c. Search "[" and replace with "^p[" 

d. Search "- " and replace with "" 

6. If the author didn't put quote around article titles, a quote must be added to the end of 

the title. I wrote a VBA procedure to look for common journals or start of journal or 

conference names (“Journal of”, “Transactions in”, etc.) and wrote a procedure to insert 

the quote as needed. 

7. The text in Word needs to be converted to a table to bring it into Access. Because the 

endnote numbers are unwanted anyway, the text was converted to a table with two 

columns: One with the number and the other with the rest of the citation. The columns 

are separated at the] character. 

a. Select all text (Ctrl+a) 

b. Insert tab 

c. Drop down Table gadget 

d. Select Convert Text to Table. 

e. In Separate text at section, choose Other and specify the ] character 

f. Click OK 

8. Proofread first column to make sure it's just [ and a number. Fix as necessary. 

9. Delete first column. 

10. Add the title Citation to the first row.  

11. Select table and copy. 

The Access database contains a table for the citations (tblCitation), shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. The thesis and citation tables in Microsoft Access. 

The ID is automatically assigned as records are added. ThesisID, SortCitation, and Citation are 

added as part of the import process. The purpose of the SortCitation field is to provide just the 

first 255 characters of the citation for sorting purposes, while Citation includes the untruncated 

field. 

The process for moving the citations from the clipboard to the Access table is: 

12. Go to Access. 

13. Create | Table. 

14. Paste records to new table. 

15. Verify that the query qappCitations has the correct Thesis Number (from tblThesis). 

16. Run qappCitations. 

17. Close Table1 without saving. 

The qappCitations query, in SQL, looks like this: 

INSERT INTO tblCitation ( ThesisID, Citation, SortCitation ) 

SELECT 15 AS Expr1, Trim([Citation]) AS Expr3, Left(Trim([Citation]),255) AS Expr2 

FROM Table1; 

where Expr1 (15 in the SQL code above) is the ThesisID for the citations to be added. 

Now that all citations for the thesis are in Access, the journal or conference names can be filled 

in. This requires manual inspection, but in the vast majority of cases the name is easy to parse 

using the comma-quote-space string that should follow every article title. I wrote code for a 
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form so that as the user (me) moves through the rows, the form shows a best-guess journal title. 

The user can confirm that choice or edit it. 

At the same time, whenever the type of the item is obvious (a book or dissertation, for example) 

the user can fill in that information. This is most often done with one of several hotkeys. 

18. Go to the form frmAddJournal (Add Journal to Citation). 

19. Filter the form on Thesis ID to show only citations for the thesis you're working on  

20. Use Guess whenever possible to add journal or conference name to the Journal field.  

a. Alt+a adds the Guess to the Journal field. You can edit as necessary. 

b. Alt+b adds the text "Book" to PubType. 

21. Mark "Yes" in the CitationsDone field in tblThesis. 

My thinking on both what publication types to assign and what information I wanted to 

capture about each journal evolved as the project progressed. The publication types used can be 

found in the tlkpPubType table and are listed here: 

 Abstract/Index 

 Book 

 Class project 

 Conference 

 Data 

 Journal; 

Academic/Scholarly 

 Journal; Trade 

 Magazine; 

Academic/Scholarly 

 Magazine; 

Consumer 

 Magazine; Trade 

 Manual 

 Model files for 

circuit simulators 

 Newsletter; Trade 

 Newspaper 

 Patent 

 Personal 

communication 

 Proceedings; 

Academic/Scholarly 

 Proceedings; Trade 

 Product Info 

 Report 

 Report; 

Academic/Scholarly 

 Repository 

 Software 

 Standard 

 Standard-Task 

Group 

 Standard-Working 

Group 

 Thesis 

 Trade 

 Unpublished Paper 

 Vendor 

 Website 

 Website-Academic 

 Website-

Government 

 Website-Journal 

 Website-News 

 Website-Society 

 Website-Trade 

 Website-Tutorial 

 Website-Vendor 

 

In the end, many of the types could have been combined. But at the outset of the project I wasn’t 

sure what would prove important so assigned in as much detail as I thought I might possibly 

use. 
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Journal and Magazines 

For journals, magazines, and proceedings, I did want to know a bit more detail. Because each 

journal was likely to appear more than once, I built a lookup table that, by the end, contained a 

list of all such publications used in any of the three sets of data. The lookup table worked well 

because it consolidated additional data about each publication (publisher, publication type, etc.) 

and allowed me to avoid looking up the necessary information for each citation. The catch is 

that the journal titles must be consistent in the Citation table and in the lookup table. 

Note that the list differentiates between academic/scholarly journals, trade journals, consumer 

magazines, etc. To determine the type, I used the UlrichsWeb database shown in Figure 10.  

 

Figure 10. UlrichsWeb provides most of the information I needed for most serial publications. 

Because I later ended up returning to Ulrich’s for the ISSN (so that I could use an automated 

process to get Library of Congress classifications from Worldcat, code I had already written for 

another project), in retrospect I would have used UlrichsWeb to manually look up the ISSN 

only and written code to call the UlrichsWeb API for each row to gather the publication type, 

publisher, peer review and Open Access flags, and Library of Congress classification. 

Many publications could not be immediately found in UlrichsWeb for a variety of reasons: 

 Inaccurate citation 

 Journal name change/merger 

 Niche or foreign journal not indexed by Ulrich’s. 

I was able to find the correct name for many of those publications by using Google Scholar to 

search on the title of the article.  
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The text scraping and parsing techniques I used save time over keying in the information, but 

are still time-consuming. Hopefully one of the techniques I explored before settling on my 

method will yield more accurate results as time goes on. In the meantime, other researchers 

wishing to review or use the code and database I developed for the process can request them 

directly by emailing me at Fransen@umn.edu. 

 

 


